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Folder E.
Linguistic Materials of the Alvan Dialect of the Eskimo
- Eskimo (E.) Catalog [of the Waldemar Bogoras Papers], by
  Roman Jakobson
- Table of Contents [of the Waldemar Bogoras Papers] by Waldemar
  Bogoras

Folder E. 1.1
Ethnographic Introduction, by Ernest William Hawkes

Folder E. 1.2
"Introductory", by Waldemar Bogoras

Folder E. 1.3
Sketches of Eskimo Grammar and Vocabulary

Folder E. 2.1
Text #1. "She-Monster and the Small Girl"

Folder E. 2.2
Text #2. "An Orphan Boy who killed the Wind"

Folder E. 2.3
Text #3. "The Youth who killed a Tornak"

Folder E. 2.4
Text #4. "The Wooing of the Small Seal"

Folder E. 2.5
Text #5. "Emsqut creates Dog-Man"

Folder E. 2.6
Text #6. "The Man who married among the Polar Bears"

Folder E. 2.7
Text #7. "Sculpin calms the Tempest"

Folder E. 2.8
Text #8. "Fox and Sculpin"

Folder E. 2.9
Text #9. "The Husband who left his Wife"

Folder E. 2.10
Text #10. "Origin of Thunder and Rain"

Folder E. 2.11
Text #11. "Two Shamans"
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Folder E. 2.12
Text #12. "A Reindeer Boy Orphan"

Folder E. 2.13
Text #13. "Wild-Reindeer and Sculpin"

Folder E. 2.14
Text #14. "Atikumcu’ruk, the Maker of Wives"

Folder E. 2.15
Text #15. "Raven and Wolf"

Folder E. 2.16
Text #16. "Visit to Animal Neighbors"

Folder E. 2.17
Text #17. "Ri’rm’i’s Misfortune"
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(This typescript was received from Mr. Ransom by Dr. Yarmolinsky in a letter relative to his plans to continue research in this field, he hoped at Columbia University.)